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For, Since or Ago     ?  

Choose either FOR, SINCE or AGO to complete these sentences.

1) She changed jobs two years __________________.

2) She has lived in that apartment ________________ 1997.

3) Where were you five minutes ______________?

4) I have been married _______________ twelve years.

5)  I have prepared for this day _____________ many years.

6) Five years ____________ I bought a pet turtle.

7) I haven’t slept _____________ 24 hours.

8) I haven’t eaten _____________ midnight.

9) When my car was stolen I was angry ______________ weeks.

10) She died one hour ___________.

11) He has been working here ___________ last summer.

12) She has taught medicine ______________ 22 years.

13) She hasn’t been to the dentist _____________ last century!

14) He’s worked today ____________ 12 hours.

15) I got my new tattoo 12 weeks ______________.

16) He has been a judge ____________ last week.

17) They’ve had their caravan ______________ 12 weeks.

18) We’ve waited for the bus ____________ over an hour.

19) Dad’s played the drums ______________ he studied at university.

20) Bill learned to ride a bicycle two years _____________.
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CORRECTIONS
For, Since or Ago     ?  

Choose either FOR, SINCE or AGO to complete these sentences.

1) She changed jobs two years ______ago____________.

2) She has lived in that apartment _____since___________ 1997.

3) Where were you five minutes _____ago_________?

4) I have been married _____for__________ twelve years.

5)  I have prepared for this day ____for_________ many years.

6) Five years _____ago_______ I bought a pet turtle.

7) I haven’t slept _____for________ 24 hours.

8) I haven’t eaten _____since________ midnight.

9) When my car was stolen I was angry ______for________ weeks.

10) She died one hour ___ago________.

11) He has been working here ____since_______ last summer.

12) She has taught medicine _____for_________ 22 years.

13) She hasn’t been to the dentist ___since__________ last century!

14) He’s worked today ____for________ 12 hours.

15) I got my new tattoo 12 weeks ______ago________.

16) He has been a judge ____since________ last week.

17) They’ve had their caravan ______for________ 12 weeks.

18) We’ve waited for the bus ____for________ over an hour.

19) Dad’s played the drums ______since________ he studied at university.

20) Bill learned to ride a bicycle two years ___ago__________.
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